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Angela Hartbrook

Angela Hartbrook is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Angela Hartbrook

Species & Gender: Bi-gendered Nepleslian
Date of Birth: 10日 2月 YE 20
Organization: Black Wing Enterprises
Occupation: staff

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: New Dusk Conclave

Physical Description

Angel is a 5'11 Bi-gendered Nepleslian, who's body leans to being more female in features. At first glance
she is all woman with a very curvy figure that is somewhat toned, wide hips and a DD cup chest. A full
head of butt length red hair, which frames a soft and supple face of freckled cheeks, and deep violet
eyes. However, she was also born with male genitalia, in addition to that of a female with the correct
organs for both.
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Personality

Angela is quite shy, but outspoken when the confidence can be found. Usually a quiet lass, she keeps to
herself, living as a wall flower of sorts. Hard work and helping others motivate this woman to action, or at
east to get up in the morning at least. That isn't to say she is a slacker, but she enjoys doing work, given
her social ineptitude with people, particularly when hit on. Her sexual identity has been a bit of a stigma,
and the cause behind much of her withdrawn nature.

History

Born on 2/10/YE20, Angela was the daughter of Bernard and Sophia Hartbrook, a family of industrial
workers on Planet Nepleslia.

Much to the surprise of Angela's parents, she was born with both complete sets of sex organs associated
with male and female, however her body was physically female. This lead to a very confusing childhood,
one that caused her to become rather reserved, but chose to identify as female given to the naked eye
she was when clothed. Being a wall flower as she grew up, she had few friends, usually only the
persistent ones. Finally in YE 29, her family decided to move somewhere quieter, so they moved out west
to the frontier, eventually settling on Cavalon where they started their lives as farmers in there new
world as crops became viable for planting.

Angela enjoyed the less populated world, and the quiet life it offered, if albeit bought with hard work. This
lead for an appreciation for hard work and what one could obtain from it, eventually joining her parents in
running the farm. Around her parents and the few animals they had, she had no need to be shy, no need
to be reserved. Everyday from dawn til dusk, she worked happily with a pep in her step. Even in YE 39
when the OSO took control, nothing really changed for the happy farm girl. Her family lived just far
enough outside the main colony to only find out about events until later, but they worried her parents
nonetheless.

In YE 40 with the collapse of the OSO, when some of the few colonists of Osman with access to spacecraft
stopped by Cavalon for supplies, and spread the news of the collapse, things seemed to continue
normally, however her parents worried about what would happen without a parent government to handle
planetary defense. Despite Angela's protests, her parents sent her on one such transport with the other
refugees bound for elsewhere. Bernard and Sophia Hartbrook sent her away with the goal to find a life of
her own, outside the farm, and to live a life she could call her own through hard work by her hands. They
hoped she would find a new source of confidence among the people of someplace better off, but not
those of where the family hailed from. With tears in her eyes, and a uncertainty in her mind, Angela
found herself brought to the New Dusk Conclave.

Now in YE 41, with a lack of means to start her own farm as of yet, Angela is living a modest life as an
office worker. Having previously worked as such for a private merchant, however she was offered a job in
a new government supported company. Offered better pay, she now works for the new company slated
to be called “Black Wing Enterprises”.
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Skills Learned

Agricultural

Angela has spent most of her life working on her parent's farm. Having done this kind of work for so
many years, she is very well experienced in the planting, tending, and harvesting of various crops. In
addition she knows how to take care of and gather from various farm animals.

Domestic

Even before living on her own, Angela had learned to cook for herself in her earlier years. Comparable to
being a gourmet chef, Angela knows how to mix and prepare ingredients into delicious meals, as well
being well versed in the use of fresh ingredients. The young woman is also knowledge in how to produce
things such as cheese, wines, and other complex to craft ingredients.

Office

Angela has unexpectedly become very apt at managing records and information, as well as keeping track
of data and managing schedules due to her experience on the farm. She is almost as effective behind a
desk, as she is running day to day operations in the fields.

Mathematics

Angela has grown very skilled with managing and manipulating numbers, mostly from helping manage
the finances of the farm for her parents. She also received schooling through local digital means to have
a decent understanding in geometry and algebra.

Survival

Having worked in agriculture, Angela knows how to live off the land. Finding water, and identifying edible
plants being her strongest skills in this area. Although she is not a fan, she knows how to hunt, as well as
create adequate shelter.

Vehicles

Angela knows how to drive a car from taking trips into town for groceries, and is familiar with driving
heavy machines for agricultural use.
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Art

Being one of her few hobbies, and one she puts hard work and passion into, is painting. preferably with
oil paints which she has learned to make herself, as well as brushes, and canvas. Angela can create a
decent painting, sometimes creating extravagant pieces given enough time. She is rather fond of
landscape pieces and nature paintings.

Social Connections

Angela Hartbrook is connected to:

Bernard Hartbrook - father
Sophia Hartbrook1) - mother

Inventory & Finance

Angela Hartbrook has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Salvage

Bacterial Power Cells (3, medium size) 2)

Intact Zesuaium hull armor section 3)

10 Pairs of Protective Goggles 4)

Finger Sized Shard of Zesuanium5)

Emfratec Stove-The Griller6)

Civilian Explosives, for Construction7)

Money

Angela Hartbrook currently has:

type Script
Wallet 1,000
Account 11,000

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 03, 02 2019 at 12:52 using the Character Template Form.
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In the case jack_pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Angela Hartbrook
Character Owner Jack Pine

1)

maiden name is Shervana
2)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 26-51, IC: 1383-414-74
3)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 10-82, IC: 877-11045-91
4)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 59-85, IC: 5072-25727-137
5)

YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 58-37, IC: 2145-29841-88
6)

YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 70-88, IC: 6217-70985-150
7)

YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 98-80, IC: 5643-64617-167
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